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Plan
- Recap:PRF Logistics
· CPASecurity (weak encryption] *Pset 1 outtomorrow.

G ONLY collab of psetgrp

-CRA-secureencryptionfromPR*We will assign of the

- Pseudorandom permutation

[
groups tonight.



Recap: Pseudorandomness

CONS:
Easy to compute, hard to invento

9PRG:stretch shortrandom seed into long
paborandom string

7 PRF: A keyed Snf it. S(K,.) "looks like
"

3 random In when he keyspace.[Pn0]

A PR) is an eSs. Sn ↓could be l(r)

S: 94.+50,134 - 10,13"

5.4. VeSf cdv I, Jng) Sr st.

2.??
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= (P.[R(h,"(74)=1:k594]- p.[97(5) =1:R & funs]K negl(u).
- ↳& Real work Ireal world

PR-Adv[A,5].

All random
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211.2
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[Q:Is PRF still pseudorandom isAde gets I bitofkey]



Counter mode

*won'tdesire
PRE> netime (comp.sec.) enc w/ shortkey

PRSS: 9: (0,13"- (0,15"

Enc(k,m) ==

m =

I 3Bonus:5(,0) S(ND STRESSSR,3). .... Parallelizable-

Declk,c) ==cO[S(R,0D11....]

#sea ·
⑤
-I adv can distinguish

trc(k,no) from Enc(k, m.)
can break pr



Weaknesses ofthe one-time pad
*Long Key <- PRT

*One 15per Key -Today
xAfo can tamper w/ Ct <- Next time

Goal: Enc scheme secure ifadv can see many
*

msg encrypted with same key.
↳No Integrity protection (nexttime)

Applications:
*File encryption
*Some Internetprotocols
:

Our security Jegn is going to consider strong adv
*sets and of many may ofits choice] why:
*justhas to distence of mo,m, (chosen

"IND-CPASecurity
"

Historicalexample:
Give may Iembassy, ash

to relay to

home gait
=>the of chosen rasy!



CPASecurity

For an enc scheme (Onc, Dec) over (9,9,9),
define game:

·

Chal &

k(92
2

m;

·2-uc(k,mi)

((me) =(m,))
mr, m,

C

④*Enc(k,mb),

↓
b

LetWs =outputofgave b.

We say (Inc,Ded is COA secure if
↓off advs 17:7negfr s.t.

1Pr [Wo]-Pr[W]1 <negl.

#we wantto be fully precise, parameterize

everything by security parameter in
"

or "x"

Weak: *Whatisadcan'tsee decryption ofchosen C4?
*Tamper of msq?



CPA Secure Enc mustbe randomized

Intuition
*Think about SSH-encryption of8-bitchars.

~ 5

↳ oed os aseach

Concretely, show attack in CDAgame.

* Even AK encryption requires randomness1
*

↳ Obvious?Or very non-obvious?

(GM'84)



CPASecure Enc from PRF.

*Let(na, Dec over 9,9,be a cretine

(perfectly) secure enc scheme.

*Let5.9 x90,1 -92 ba PRF

Then

End (k),m):=

x(30,134
x'c- f(k,X)
output(X, Enc(k, m))

Ded(k,(X,c)):

k' -f(k,x)
outputDec(k,c)

show instantiation of metime pad.
↳ still malleable

Adv breaking Encbreaks ether the or PRSS.

(See Boneh-Shoup Thi S.2)
Int act 11 making I cAqueries,orallCON BsA:

CPAwe [17, the]-*,2. PrsAdvIB,5]



PRP ("Black cipher")
*Used to be dominant, ... less so now

P: 1 +(0,13" - 20,137

P
=

92x(0,13
-

(0,13"

Correctness:Nkc( 1 xc(0,1)
"

Pt(k,P(k,x)) =x.

Pseudorandomness
same as PRF except that adgets oracle

access to P(k,) p*(k,). Can'tdist from

#(c),*1) Sor KE9C, T* Perms/50, 13"].

*People thoughtyou needed to "encrypt" & "decrypt
↳PRF-based constructions simpler, faster (many core)

Still, importantlike NISTstandardized ciphers are PRRS

- DES (1975) 192) =29 n =64

- 3DE5 1921 =2168 n =64

-AES (1998) 194/-(2/232(922"3n =128
0.1. DES Keysize is far too small.

in U.S. SECRET:A53.1281192/256 Alisare
TOP SECRET:AES-192/236 3



Things to know aboutPRPs

-NEVERusedirectly to encryptNot even inone
secure

- CPUs have HW supportfor AES (GBs per second)
(AES -NI)

- Can use as a PRS, as long as you don'tuse
too much

"DRS switching Lamma"(See Boreh-Shorp)

Let4:42 x50,13- 10,13"be a PRf

Then for any PRO ado 97pp, 5 PRS ad 9700 *

192pan - 97pns)=n
↑

Intuition
·

*Collisions in outputs is only diff Plu PR- & PRP
xUntil oak willnotexpectto see collisionsee

* Aster that, can distinguish

->Very common to use AES in counterpomsodeson
Whatabout IDES???


